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Welcome back to the new year and to our first Darpan of 2019! This year so far has 
already been a bearer of quite a fair amount of bad news. Brexit has been looming 
over us like a never ending process causing a sense of insecurity within the public, 
knife crime is on the high creating fear and paranoia in communities, companies are 
going into administration creating uncertainty within the financial market. All these 
events influence us whether or not we are directly involved or affected by the 
situation and can adversely create a negative environment for us to live in. But I 
wonder why we focus more on what has gone wrong rather than spreading 
positive news to create a better society. We are all connected in some way or the 
other, therefore our actions and behaviours can make a significant difference to 
those around us. We all have a story to tell, views to share and comments to pass so 
why don’t we try and do this in a constructive manner so that we can support each
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The impact of positive news on society

other as humans and try to make a difference in someone’s life. 

As a community we can start making a positive difference by helping each other grow and 
supporting one another where possible. One way of doing this is through the Darpan itself 
which is a great platform on which inspirational stories can be relayed. I would therefore like to 
introduce an “Inspiration Board” in the Darpan and would like to encourage individuals to bring 
forward their achievements so that their talents and successes can be showcased. For 
example, have you received a recognisable award for your contribution to your job sector, 
have you bought a positive change within society that has been widely recognised or are you 
someone that simply has an inspiring story to tell? If this is you then we would like to share 
your accomplishments and share your story with others! If you want to share something on our 
“Inspiration Board” then please send a small article to darpan@navnat.com outlining who you 
are, what you have accomplished, what obstacles you have faced, what advice you would give 
to inspire others as well as a dashing picture of yourself! 

In addition to the above I would also like to introduce a “Thoughts Board” where you are all 
invited to share your views on community topics or make suggestions on how we can grow 
stronger as a community. If you would like to send an open letter or short paragraph for 
inclusion in the Darpan then please email darpan@navnat.com. Please note that comments may 
not be published if they are found likely to cause any distress towards any individuals or groups. 
All decisions will be made at the editor’s discretion and will be final.

In the current day and age it is easy to be overwhelmed by the atrocities and events around us 
which forces us be caught up in a spiral of negativity. We need to remove this negative filter and 
view the world as an oasis of opportunities where each one of us has the capability to make a 
positive change. Rather than focussing on things that we can’t control, we should put our 
energy into using our strengths to bring a positive change to society to help create a more 
compassionate world.  By sharing your stories and thoughts I hope to invoke positive and 
meaningful conversations within the community and hope that we can find inspiration in one 
other to help us grow, find our true purpose and lead a truly prosperous life. 

 Please also note that going forward the Darpan will only be issued bi-monthly throughout the 
whole year. The next Darpan will be issued in May 19.
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સારા સમાચારોની સમાજ ઉપર અસર 

૨૦૧૯ ના નવા વરસમા ંઅને આપણા ંપહ7લા દપ:ણમા ંઆપ;ુ ં=વાગત છે. આ વષB અCયાર Eધુી ક7ટલાક ખરાબ 
સમાચારોની વણKર ચાL ુરહM છે. NેOસીટ Pવી QRSયા Kણે TરૂM થવા;ુ ંનામ જ નથી લેતી Pને લીધે QKમા ં
અસલામતીની ભાવના આવી છે, છરM Xલુાવવાના Yનુાનો વધારો સમાજમા ંભયની લાગણી ફ7લાવે છે, કંપનીઓ 
વહMવટમા ંઆવવાથી નાણાકંMય બKરમા ંઅિનિ]તતા ઊભી થઈ છે. આ બધી ઘટનાઓ સાથે ભલે આપણે સીધી 
રMતે જોડાએલા હોઈએ ક7 નRહc અથવા આ પRરd=થિત આપણને અસર કર7 ક7 નRહc તો પણ આપણા ંeવન ઉપર એક 
નકારાCમકતા તો જfુર ઊભી કર7 છે. પણ મને નવાઈ લાગે છે ક7 આપણે એક ઉgમ સમાજ ઊભો કરવા માટ7 
હકારCમક સમાચારો ફ7લાવવાને બદલે  P ખોhંુ થઈ રiુ ંછે તેના પર શા માટ7 વk ુlયાન આપીએ છMએ? આપણે 
બધા એક બીK સાથે સmંOુત છMએ અને એ કારણે આપણો nહવહાર અને વત:ન આપણી આoુબાoુવાળા પર 
નqધપાr અસર કર7 છે. આપણા ંદર7ક પાસે કહ7વા માટ7 વાતો છે, વહsચવા માટ7 અtભQાયો છે, કરવા માટ7 ટMકા-
Rટuપણીઓ છે તો શા માટ7 આપણે આનો સકારાCમક રMતે ઉપયોગ કરતા ંનથી ક7 Pનાથી આપણે સX ુએકબીKને 
ટ7કો આપી શકMએ અને કોઈના eવનામા ંસારો ફ7રફાર લાવી શકMએ. 

vયાર7 શw હોય Cયાર7,  એક સમાજ તરMક7 આપણે એકબીKના િવકાસમા ંમદદ કરMને એકબીKનો સહારો બનીએ 
એને સકારાCમક ફ7રફાર કરવા;ુ ંશfંુ કરMએ!   આ માટ7 Xુ ંનવનાત દપ:ણમા ંએક “Inspiration Board” (Qેરણાxોત 
નો િવભાગ) શfુ કરવા ઈyz ંz ંઅને nયdOતઓને Qેfંુ z ંક7 એ તેમની િસ{|ઓ, Qિતભા અને મેળવેલી સફળતાઓ 
સમાજમા ંદશા:વે. દાખલા તરMક7, તમે તમારM નોકરMના }ેrમા ંકોઈ નqધપાr એવોડ: મેળnયો હોય, તમે કોઈ 
નqધનીય હકારાCમક બદલાવ લાnયા હોય Pની નqધ લેવાઈ હોય, અથવા તમારM પાસે કોઈ Qેરણાદાયક વાતા: 
હોય? જો તમે કંઈ મેળnmુ ંહોય તો અમાર7 તામારM એ િસ{|ઓ અને વાતો બીK સાથે વહsચવી છે.   જો તમાર7 
અમારા “Inspiration Board” પર કંઈક કહ7~ુ ંહોય તો એક નાનો લેખ Pમા ંતમારા િવશેની hૂંકM KણકારM, તમે �ુ ં
િસ{| હાસંલ કરM છે, તમને ક7વી ક7વી અડચણો પડM છે, બીKને Qેરણા આપવા તમે કંઇ સલાહો આપશો, અને 
તમારો એક Eુદંર ફોટો darpan@navnat.com ને મોકલજો.   
 
ઉપર જણાnયા ઉપરાતં મને “Thoughts Board”  ( િવચારોની આપ-લે નો િવભાગ) શfુ કરવાની ઈyછા છે Pના પર 
સમાજને લગતા િવષયો પર તમારા અtભQાયો અથવા આપણે સમાજને ક7વી રMતે વk ુઉgમ બનાવી શકMએ એ 
િવશે સલાહ-Eચૂનો આપવા માટ7 આમrંણ આપીએ છMએ. જો તમે દપ:ણમા ં કંઈ પણ આપવા માગંતા હો તો 
darpan@navnat.com ને મોકલજો. uલીઝ lયાનમા ંરાખશો ક7 કોઇ પણ લખાણ Pનાથી કોઇની લાગણી Çુભાય, એ 
છાપવામા ંનહÉ આવે. આ િનણ:ય એડMટર Ñારા કરવામા ંઆવશે અને Öતીમ રહ7શે.  

 
હાલના Rદવસો અને સમયમા ંઆપણી આસપાસ બનતા ÜણૃાCમક કાયàથી તગં આવી જઈ નકારાCમક વમળમા ં
ફસાઈ જ~ુ ંએ âબૂ સહજ છે. આપણે આ નકારાCમકતાને ગાળM નાખંવી પડશે, અને  આપણી આoુબાoુ ઉભરાતી 
તકોને જોવી પડશે કારણક7 આપણા ંસXમુા ંહકારાCમક બદલાવ લાવવાની શOતી છે. P પRરd=થિત આપણા ંકાä ુ
બહાર છે તેના પર lયાન આપવાને બદલે આપણે આપણી તાકાત અને શdOતઓને સમાજમા ંહકારાCમક બદલાવ 
લાવવામા ંઅને જગતને વk ુદયાધમ: વાãં બનાવવામા ં નાખંવી જોઇએ. સમાજમા ંઆપણી વાતો અને િવચારો 
એકબીK સાથે વહsચીને અને સારM અને અથ:Tણૂ: વાતચીતો કરMને આપણે એક બીKને QેરMત કરM શકMયે, આપåુ ં
સાçુ ંલ} શોધી શકMયે અને âશુહાલ eવન eવવી શકMએ.  
 

*** તમારM Kણકાર માટ7, હવેથી દપ:ણ આખા વષ: Eધુી દર બે મRહને છાપવામા ંઆવશે. હવે બીoુ ંદપ:ણ May 

2019મા ંછાપવામા ંઆવશે. *** 
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In 2013 I had received an email advising we should have a Playground at Navnat 
Centre so that children attending functions with their parents will have somewhere 
to play. I did not take this idea seriously at the time.

Then in 2014 I received another similar email (from an unrelated person to the first 
request) that why does Navnat not build a playground.

PRESIDENTS RE
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Our playground installation will be finished in third week of 
March. Regular visitors at Navnat centre will already have 
seen the progress of Playground installation. A little bit of 
history to playground.

After some considerations and lots of thoughts, our EC formed a sub committee headed by Kruti 
Varia to look at various playgrounds around London and also at various community centres like 
ours. They came with a very positive report.

In 2018, we placed an order for the playground costing £120k+Vat. We are really pleased with 
the progress of the installation and look forward to inviting you all to the opening ceremony 
which will be arranged in due course.

Car Park Resurfacing. Our car Park resurfacing has progressed well in the last month. We have 
received three quotes to install an underground barrier about 175meters long to stop roots 
surfacing into our car park. Hillingdon Council has after 4 years of tortuous struggle admitted 
their liability and have requested 2 quotes  for the installation of a barrier one meter deep in our 
car park. The quotes have been sent to Hillingdon Council. Prior to root barrier installation, the 
poplar trees along our fence will need to be pollard first. Hillingdon Council wil do this.

Dining room Expansion. We have seen some progress here. We now have quotes from four 
companies. Our building sub committee with the help of Hareshbhai Sanghvi will now 
recommend a contractor to our EC for approval to progress and apply for a full planning 
permission. The complete project will cost us between £600k and up to £1m depending on what 
we want in the extension. We have met with our Vadil mandal Executive Committee to ascertain 
their requirements. Our expansion to dining room and Registry room would add 390sqm. 
Masheshbhai Doshi has joined us to get additional quotes.

Resignation of Executive Committee members. Sangeeta Bavisha resigned from the 
Executive Committee on 23rd December 2018.  Sangeeta has agreed to continue to be part of 
two sub committees: Paryushan and Building expansion for which we are grateful.

Jaswant Doshi has resigned from his post as Treasurer on the Executive Committee on 31st Jan 
2019. 

Harshard Mehta (Assistant Treasurer) will take on the role of Acting Treasurer until the AGM. 

Ketan Adani is kindly assisting Harshad Mehta in our audit activities. After burning midnight oil 
and getting everything ready, our books have been submitted to our Auditors

We are grateful to both Sangeeta Bavisha and Jaswant Doshi for their service as members of the 
Executive Committee. I would like to thank Harshad Mehta and Ketan Adani for taking on these 
additional responsibilities at this busy and important year end time.

 

Playground. Our playground installation will be finished in third week of March. 
Regular visitors at Navnat centre will already have seen the progress of Playground 
installation. A little bit of history to playground. 

In 2013 I had received an email advising we should have a Playground at Navnat 
Centre so that children attending functions with their parents will have somewhere to 
play. I did not take this idea seriously at the time. 

Then in 2014 I received another similar email (from an unrelated person to the first 
request) that why does Navnat not build a playground. 

After some considerations and lots of thoughts, our EC formed a sub committee headed by Kruti Varia to look at 
various playgrounds around London and also at various community centres like ours. They came with a very 
positive report. 

In 2018, we placed an order for the playground costing £120k+Vat. We are really pleased with the progress of 
the installation and look forward to inviting you all to the opening ceremony which will be arranged in due 
course. 

Car Park Resurfacing. Our car Park resurfacing has progressed well in the last month. We are now getting quotes 
for putting an underground barrier to stop roots surfacing into our car park. Hillingdon Council has after 4 years 
of tortuous struggle admitted their liability and requested us to get two quotes for the installation of a barrier 
one meter deep in our car park. As I write, the building subcommittee will have seen three companies to give us 
the costing which we will pass it on to Hillingdon Council. Council have asked for two quotes. 

Dining room Expansion. We have seen some progress here. We now have quotes from four companies. Our 
building sub committee with the help of Hareshbhai Sanghvi will now recommend a contractor to our EC for 
approval to progress and apply for a full planning permission. The complete project will cost us between £600k 
and up to £1m depending on what we want in the extension. We have met with our Vadil mandal Executive 
Committee to ascertain their requirements. Our expansion to dining room and Registry room would add 390sqm 

Resignation of Executive Committee members. Sangeeta Bavisha resigned from the Executive Committee on 
23rd December 2018.  Sangeeta has agreed to continue to be part of two sub committees: Paryushan and 
Building expansion for which we are grateful. 

Jaswant Doshi has resigned from his post as Treasurer on the Executive Committee on 31st Jan 2019.  

Harshad Mehta (Assistant Treasurer) will take on the role of Acting Treasurer until the AGM. Ketan Adani is 
kindly assisting Harshard Mehta in our audit activities. 

We are grateful to both Sangeeta Bavisha and Jaswant Doshi for their service as members of the Executive 
Committee. I would like to thank Harshad Mehta and Ketan Adani for taking on these additional responsibilities 
at this busy and important year end time. 

Our schools in Gujarat. On June 18th I visited our Navnat UK primary school in Jabalpur. I was pleased with the 
progress the school has made in one year. With the help of Gam Panchayat, the school has planted nearly 30 
trees which once they are big enough will provide shade to pupils in summer months, They have started work on 
building a school kitchen. At present their food is cooked and brought from outside. They  are also building a 
dining room for children to sit and eat their meals. I was particularly pleased that the school and Gam Panchayat 
have managed to equip further 8 classrooms with Audio video equipment and making it smart classes. In my 
view this was the best utilisation of our excess Jiv Daya funds. They have put block paving in front of the building 
and have built a small playground area. 

On 19th June I also witnessed the opening ceremony of Life Global UK Primary school.  

And 20th June I visited the site of second school sponsored by Navnat UK will be built in Lohej, a few kms away 
from Junagadh. I believe this school will even progress faster as the Gam Sarpan is a young 30yr old M.Com. 
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Our schools in Gujarat. On June 18th I visited our Navnat UK primary school in Jabalpur. I was pleased with the progress 
the school has made in one year. With the help of Gam Panchayat, the school has planted nearly 30 trees which once they 
are big enough will provide shade to pupils in summer months, They have started work on building a school kitchen. At 
present their food is cooked and brought from outside. They  are also building a dining room for children to sit and eat their 
meals. I was particularly pleased that the school and Gam Panchayat have managed to equip further 8 classrooms with 
Audio video equipment and making it smart classes. In my view this was the best utilisation of our excess Jiv Daya funds. 
They have put block paving in front of the building and have built a small playground area.

On 19th June I also witnessed the opening ceremony of Life Global UK Primary school. 

And 20th June I visited the site of second school sponsored by Navnat UK will be built in Lohej, a few kms away from 
Junagadh. I believe this school will even progress faster as the Gam Sarpan is a young 30yr old M.Com. graduate who 
believes in Education. According to our past President Shri Vinodbhai Udani, this school is on sacred grounds!! Shri 
Vinodbhai did the Foundation stone laying ceremony in Dec 2018.

Jainism and Veganism. I find increasingly that we have moved form the core tenets of Jainism and focussed more in the 
Kitchen. Of late, it seems to me that Jain principles are now starting from kitchen.

I still maintain that veganism should not be forced on anybody. However, if and where possible we should be able to 
provide option of a vegan meal like we provide option of jain meal. More than 90% of our food would happily come under 
vegan criteria but sweets which may contain ghee, ghee for rotla and rotli, kichdi. And chaas  may fall foul.
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Institute of Jainology Limited, Unit 25, Wadsworth Business Centre, 21 Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 7LQ, UK. 
Registered UK Charity No.: 1131173 www.jainology.org Registered Company No.: 06659303 
Telephone: + 44 (0)20 8997 2300  Facsimile: + 44 (0)20 8997 4964   Email: info@jainology.org  
parasparopagraho jìvànàm      souls render service to one another        all life is interdependent 

PRESS RELEASE 
 
 

Jain APPG Celebrates Mahaveer Jayanti at House of Commons 

Launch of a petition to demand a Jain tick box in the 2021 petition 
 

Westminster, 5th March 2019. The Institute of Jainology (IoJ), the international Jain 
organisation promoting Jainism in government and inter-religious affairs, held its Jain All Party 
Parliamentary Group (APPG) meeting today at the House of Commons (HoC) to celebrate the 
birth anniversary of its 24th and last enlightened teacher, Lord Mahaveer.   

The Jain APPG was organised as part of the IoJ led ‘One Jain’, representing the 30 Jain 
community organisations.  
 
Harrow West MP, Gareth Thomas, Chair of the All-Party Group, welcomed everyone and 
launched the petition for a Jain tick box on the 2021 census by Navin Shah, GLA Member for 
Brent and Harrow, which was supported by all parties in the GLA and all major faiths.  
 
Deputy Chair Bob Blackman, MP for Harrow East, confirmed that the APPG had met with the 
Cabinet Office, and would continue to meet with ministers to ensure that Jains were properly 
represented in public service policy and funding decisions.  
 
Lord Dholakia of Waltham Brooks, added his support to the campaign. 
 
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth, Minister for Faith, added his welcome and noted how his 
department had played a major role in ensuring that Jains were represented at the Cenotaph 
on Remembrance Sunday. He then awarded the 2019 OneJAIN Lifetime Achievement Award 
to Dr Harshad Sanghrajka MBE, for 50 years of service to the Jain community worldwide.  
 
Mr Nemu Chandaria, IoJ Chair commented; “We were grateful to have had the opportunity to 
pay our respects at the Cenotaph to those that made the ultimate sacrifice for our nation. We 
are now seeking to ensure that the Jain community, that shares the values of modern Briton, is 
fully represented in the 2021 Census.”  
 
Other awards in the evening went to Mrs Sushila Shah (Winner – 2019 OneJAIN Community 
Award) and Mrs Shakuben Sheth (Highly Commended – 2019 OneJAIN Community Award). 
 
There were other speeches from Mr Samveg Lalbhai, Chair of the 400-year old Anandji 
Kalyanji Trust,  that manages over 1,800 major Jain pilgrimage sites. He commented on the 
Trust’s work in managing and restoring these sites, as well as receiving over 2m visitors. Lopa 
Patel, Founder and CEO of Diversity UK, spoke eloquently on how corporates and public 
bodies were still under-represented in BAME numbers, and how current legislation had 
highlighted the gender pay gap.  
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Institute of Jainology Limited, Unit 25, Wadsworth Business Centre, 21 Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 7LQ, UK. 
Registered UK Charity No.: 1131173 www.jainology.org Registered Company No.: 06659303 
Telephone: + 44 (0)20 8997 2300  Facsimile: + 44 (0)20 8997 4964   Email: info@jainology.org  
parasparopagraho jìvànàm      souls render service to one another        all life is interdependent 

Mr Navin Sanghrajka and Mr Niles Shah presented, on behalf of the Jain community, a cheque 
for £5,001 to Ms Norma Marshall, Head Teacher at Earlsmead Primary School in South 
Harrow for improvements to the school’s library and ICT suite.  
 
<ENDS> 

About the Institute of Jainology 

The Institute of Jainology (IoJ) was founded in 1986 and is an international organisation 
promoting Jain philosophy and values through the disciplines of art, culture and education. 
It represents the Jain faith in government and inter-faith matters in the UK and elsewhere. 

Over its 25 year history, the IoJ has co-hosted the Peaceful Liberators exhibition at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum London, published the Catalogue of the Jain Collection at the 
British Library, and launched the Jainpedia.org encyclopaedia. 

On 28th September 2014, the thirty or so UK Jain Organisations voted for the Institute of 
Jainology to form ‘One Jain’ and to lead them in matters of government and community.  

For more information see www.jainology.org and www.jainpedia.org 
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!ન ઓલ પાટ( પાલા)મે,ટર. /પૂ 1ારા હાઉસ ઓફ કોમ,સમા ંમહાવીર જયતંીની ઉજવણી 

 

2021ની વ?તીગણતર.મા ં!નોAુ ંટ.ક બોDસ રાખવા માટFની િપHટશનનો Jારંભ 

વે?ટ િમિન?ટર, 5મી માચ) 2019 ગવમM,ટ અને ઈ,ટર ર.PલQયસ એફFસ)મા ં!િનઝમને Jમોટ કરતી 

TતરરાUV.ય સ?ંથા ઇY,?ટટZટૂ ઑફ !નોલોQએ હાઉસ ઑફ કોમ,સમા ં!ન ઑલ પાટ( પાલા)મે,ટર. 

/પૂ 1ારા ચોવીસમા તીથ\કર ભગવાન મહાવીરના જ,મક]યાણકની ભ^ય ઉજવણી કર. હતી. 

30 _ટલી !ન સ?ંથાઓAુ ંJિતિનિધaવ કરતી ઇY,?ટટZટૂ ઑફ !નોલોQની આગેવાની કરતી ‘વન 

!ન’ સ?ંથાએ ઑલ પાટ( પાલા)મે,ટર. /પૂ 1ારા આ િમHટcગAુ ંઆયોજન કdુ\ હe ુ.ં 

હfરો વે?ટના મેgબર ઓફ પાલા)મે,ટ ગરFથ થોમસે ઓલ પાટ( પાલા)મે,ટર. /પૂAુ ંઅhયi?થાન 

સભંાળવાની સાથે સkAુુ ં?વાગત કdુ\ હe ુ ંઅને lે,ટ અને હfરોના Q.એલ.એ. મેgબર નવીન શાહF 

2021ની વ?તીગણતર.મા ં!ન ટ.ક બોDસની િપHટશન લો,ચ કર. હતી.  

હfરો વે?ટના એમ.પી. અને કાય)mમના ડFodટુ. ચૅરમેન બોબ qલેકમને જણા^dુ ંહe ુ ંકF ઑલ પાટ( 

પાલા)મે,ટર. /પૂ એમને કFPબનેટ ઓHફસમા ંમrdુ ંહe ુ ંઅને તેઓએ !નોને પsqલક સિવtસ પોલીસી 

અને ફંHડગ uગે યોvય Jિતિનિધaવ થાય તેની ખાતર. આપી હતી. 

વા]થહમ wDૂસના લોડ) ધોળHકયાએ આ કFgપેઇનમા ંસાથ આoયો, xયારF િમિન?ટર ઑફ ફFઈથ લોડ) 

બોન) ઓફ અબેર.?ટ^થે એમના ?વાગત Jવચનમા ંકdુ) હe ુ ંકF સેનોટાફમા ંર.મેgબરન સ,ડFના Hદવસે 

!નોAુ ંJિતિનિધaવ થાય તે માટF એમણે મહaવની કામગીર. બzવી હતી. એ પછ. એમણે 2019નો 

!ન ધમ)ની વૈિ}ક ધોરણે સેવા કરવા માટF ડૉ. હષ)દ સઘંરાજકાને ‘વન-!ન લાઈફ ટાઈમ એPચવમે,ટ 

એવોડ)’ એનાયત કયÅ હતો. 

આ Jસગેં ઇY,?ટટZટૂ ઓફ !નોલોQના ચેરમેન Çી નેÉ ુચદંરયાએ જણા^dુ ંહe ુ ંકF અમને સkનુે 

દFશને માટF JાણAુ ંસમપ)ણ કરનારા લોકો Jaયે સ,માન દાખવવા સેનોપથમા ંતક મળ. હતી અને 

અમે ઇÑછ.એ છ.એ કF 2021ની વ?તીગણતર.મા ંઆÖિુનક Plટનના É]ૂયોને અAસુરતા !ન સમાજને 

ÜરૂFÜરૂા Jિતિનિધaવની તક મળે. આ Jસગેં 2019નો વન !ન કોgdિુનટ. એવોડ) Çીમતી áશુીલા 

શાહ અને Çીમતી શàુબહFન શેઠને એનાયત કરવામા ંઆ^યો.  

400 વષ)થી ભારતની િવäયાત આણદંQ ક]યાણQ પેઢ.ના JÉખુ Çી સવંેગ લાલભાઈએ વDત^ય 

આodુ ં હe ુ.ં 1800 _ટલા ં!ન ધમ)ના ં ?થળોને સભંાળતા એમણે કåુ ં હe ુ ં કF અમે આ ?થળોના 

QણÅçારને માટF અને યોvય આયોજનને માટF અિવરત Jયાસ કર.એ છ.એ, _ને પHરણામે વીસ લાખ 

_ટલા ંલોકો એની Éલુાકાતે આવે છે. ડાયવિસtટ. d.ુકF.ના ફાઉ,ડર અને સી.ઈ.ઓ. લોપા પટFલે એ 

જણા^dુ ંહe ુ ંકF કોપÅરFટ અને zહFર સ?ંથાઓ હQ બી.એ.એમ.ઈ.મા ંÜરૂe ુ ં?થાન પામી નથી. 

દPiણ હfરોમા ંઆવેલી એgસlેડ Jાયમર. ?àલૂની લાયlેર. અને આઈ.સી.ટ.. ?dટૂ માટF નવીન 

સઘંરાજકા અને િનલેશ શાહF !ન સમાજ 1ારા પાચં હzર પાઉ,ડનો ચેક િમસ નોમા) માશ)લને 

આપવામા ંઆ^યો. 
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Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.

H2SJP28499 03/18

The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

2019 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Dates Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
24th April

 2019

Wednesday 
22nd May 

2019

Wednesday  
19th June 

2019

7.00 pm -  
Indian Buffet 

Dinner
(includes soft 

drinks)

8.00 pm – 
Seminar talk:
‘Inherently 

Unfair’?

9.00pm – 
Q & A Session

Mumbai 
Junction 

Restaurant, 
231 Watford 

Road, Harrow, 
Middlesex, 
HA1 3TU

 
Limited parking 
available onsite

‘Inherently Unfair’?

Inheritance Tax is 
widely viewed as 

unfair, and even the 
Chancellor agrees it’s 

complex, but only 
effective and early 

planning can minimise 
it’s impact on your 

estate.

This seminar talk will 
include a look at: 

Wills, Lasting Power of 
Attorney, Gifting, Trust 

Planning*, Business 
Relief, Protection 
for Inheritance Tax 

Planning.

Dipesh Shah
DipPFS, CeMAP MSc 

BA (Hons)
Wealth Manager & 
Company Director

of Oakdale Financial 
Services Ltd

Dipesh has a wealth of 
experience advising his 
clients in the important 
subject of inheritance 
tax Planning. Dipesh 

enjoys helping his 
clients minimise the 
impact of this tax on 
their estate, leaving 
more for their loved 
ones after they have 

passed away.

*Will writing and Powers of Attorney involve the referral to a service that is separate and distinct to those offered by St. James’s Place and 
along with Trusts are not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.

Dipesh Shah            Sean Fitzgerald
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INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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Inheritance Tax is widely viewed as unfair, and even the 

chancellor agrees it’s complex: only effective and early 

planning can minimise its impact on your estate. 

Well overdue, perhaps, was the news that Chancellor Philip 
Hammond had asked the Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) 
to review Inheritance Tax (IHT) with a view to simplifying the 
regime. In writing to the OTS, he acknowledged that “IHT, and 
the system within which it operates, is particularly complex”.

Currently, if your net estate is worth more than the standard 
nil-rate band of £325,000, 40p in tax is charged for every 
pound that exceeds the threshold; except that, broadly, 
if you leave your main residence to a lineal descendant, 
£125,000 is added to that nil-rate band (rising to £175,000 
in 2020/21). Unused elements of both allowances are 
transferrable on death to a surviving spouse or civil partner.

The regime has been criticised also for being discriminatory 
against those who do not own their own home, those who 
do not have children, and those who are not married or in 
a civil partnership.

Even if there is potential to simplify IHT exemptions, it’s 
probably too much to hope that the tax will be scrapped. After 
all, a cash-strapped Exchequer seems increasingly reliant on 
taxing people’s estates posthumously. In 2022/23, the UK’s 
Exchequer is expected to raise £6.38 billion from IHT.1  

That said, several governments around the world have 
convinced themselves that reforming or repealing estate 
taxes is vital to their political survival. If Donald Trump’s 
ambition is realised, the United States will join a growing 
list of nations where taxing people’s estates is being phased 
out or abandoned. Sweden abolished the practice in 
2004, while Hong Kong and Russia did the same in 2006. 
In Norway, inheritance and gift taxes were abolished in 
January 2014.2

IHT is often referred to as a ‘voluntary tax’, and it does 
seem that inertia or ignorance is largely to blame for wealth 
ending up in the hands of the taxman rather than surviving 
family members. The fact is that with some careful planning, 
those with estates currently worth more than the nil-rate 
band can legitimately reduce their IHT liability, or possibly 
pay nothing at all.

In your gift

Gifts are normally included in the net estate for IHT 
purposes if they were made less than seven years before 
death. However, these gifts are ignored if they total less 
than £3,000 in any one tax year. This means that you can 

make gifts of up to £3,000 in total in any tax year without 
attracting IHT. The £3,000 can be given to one person or it 
can be split between several people. If the exemption is not 
used in one tax year, it can be carried forward to the next 
year, potentially enabling a couple to remove £12,000 from 
their joint estate in just one tax year.

That money could be used to help with the financial 
challenges faced by younger family members; for example, 
topping up a child’s pension or Junior ISA could go a long 
way to providing them with an invaluable head start in life. 
With the end of the tax year looming, this opportunity could 
be lost unless action is taken soon.

Those with sufficient surplus income may also want to 
take account of the ‘normal gifts out of income’ rule – if 
you make regular gifts out of income and in doing so don’t 
affect your standard of living, the gifts are exempt from IHT. 
However, to reduce the possibility of a disagreement with 
HMRC, it is wise to seek professional help from a financial 
adviser or accountant.

While lifetime gifts can significantly reduce an IHT liability, 
it’s worth noting that if you don’t take time to write a valid 
Will, your estate will be handled according to the laws of 
intestacy. If you die intestate, you will have no control over 
how your estate is distributed, and rather than everything 
passing to a spouse or civil partner, a proportion could be 
transferred to descendants, triggering a potential IHT liability.

If your children’s share is worth more than the individual 
IHT threshold, they could be liable to pay 40% tax on 
anything they inherit over that amount. This could be 
avoided by writing a Will that leaves assets worth up to the 
tax-free threshold of £325,000 to children, with the balance 
of the estate left to a surviving spouse. But there may be 
even better options, depending on circumstances, through 
the use of trusts.

Take advice

IHT often falls on the ill-prepared and unadvised. That’s why 
it’s important to seek financial advice, so that all your assets 
are properly protected. Shockingly, fewer than a fifth of over-
55s have taken action to reduce their potential IHT bill.3

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs from taxation, 
can change at any time and are dependent on individual 
circumstances.
1 Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and fiscal outlook 
   – March 2018
2 EY, Worldwide Estate and Inheritance Tax Guide 2017
3 Prudential, May 2017
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INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay �0� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of ��2�,000 ����0,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. �et the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in �une 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �2�,000 increments 
annually to �17�,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one ��2�,000 nilrate band, and one 
�17�,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of ��00,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business �elief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�1� will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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‘Inherently Unfair’
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OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah �ipPFS, �Sc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay �0� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of ��2�,000 ����0,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. �et the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in �une 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �2�,000 increments 
annually to �17�,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one ��2�,000 nilrate band, and one 
�17�,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of ��00,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business �elief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�1� will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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અમારા વહાલા “બા” 

ધનલ1મીબેન રિવલાલ શાહ 
 

5ળૂ દાર9સલામના ૧૯૯૩ મા ંલડંન આવી @થાઈ થએલા અમારા પરમ EFૂય માH"ુી ધનલ1મીબેન રિવલાલ શાહ  
તા: ૬.૧૦.૧૮ ના રોજ OુPંુબીજનોની હાજરQમા ંRિતમ Sાસ લઈ આ ફાની Uુિનયા છોડQ અWરહતં ભગવાનZુ ંશર[ુ ં
@વીકારતા અમારા ]વનમા ંકદQય ના Eરૂાય એવી ખોટ પડQ છે.  
 
આ ક`ુણ ઘટનાથી અમે cબૂ જ હતાશા અZભુવી છે. deનેુ f ગghુ ંતે @વીકારiુ ંજ રjુ.ં સદગતનો dેમાળ િમલનસાર 
@વભાવ અને સદાય હસતો ચેહરો અને સૌને મદદ કરવાની ભાવના, અમને પળ પળ બાની યાદ અપાવતા રહ9શે.  
 
આ Uુ:ખદ dસગેં `ુબ`ુ પધારQ અને ટ9લીફોન mારા અમોને આSાસન આપી, અમારા Uુ:ખમા ંસહભાગી બનનાર સવn 
સગા ં– સબધંી તથા િમpોનો અમે નવનાત દપqણ mારા આભાર માનીએ છQએ.  
 
પરમ Oૃપાs પરમાtમા સદગતના આtમાને શાિંત આપn એ જ dાથqના.  
 

ૐ શાિંત:   ૐ શાિંત:   ૐ શાિંત: 

uલ. આપના @વજનોના ંજય vજનેwx  
 
િવપીન રિવલાલ શાહ ( Epુ)      Wદપા િવપીન શાહ (Epૂવy)ૂ  
મહ9શ રિવલાલ શાહ ( Epુ)     dz{લા મહ9શ શાહ (Epૂવy)ૂ  
ચWંxકા dzલ પાર9ખ (Epુી)      dzલ જગનાથ પાર9ખ (જમાઈ)  
ર|}મ અિનલ શાહ (Epુી)       અિનલ f~િતલાલ શાહ (જમાઈ)  
ક{પના િવનય ધેલાણી (Epુી)      િવનય શાિંતલાલ ઘલેાણી (જમાઈ)  
૧૦ પૌતર -્ પૌpીઓ (Grandchildren)            ૧૬ dપૌp – dપૌpીઓ (great grandchildren)  
   

Mahesh Ravilal Shah 
15 Shrewsbury Avenue, Kenton, Harrow, Middx, HA3 9LX 

Tel: 0208 206 1182 

મહાવીરાય નમ: 
જwમ : ઝાઝંીબાર 
તા: ૧.૧.૧૯૩૧   

જય "ી OૃÇણ 
@વગqવાસ : લડંન 
તા: ૬.૧૦.૧૮ 
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સ્વ. વવલધસબેન (વવજયધ બહને)  શધહ (સાંઘરધજકધ) 

“ પથં છે જન્મથી મતૃ્ય ુવચ્ચેનો જીવનનો એ મગંલ મતં્ર તમે ફેલાવી ગયા, મરજીવા હતા, મરીને પણ 
જીવી ગયા જગતની આંખે અશ્રધુારા તમે રેલાવી ગયા.”  

સ્વદેશમા ંરાજકોટ ત્યારબાદ નાઈરોબી, હાલ લડંન નનવાસી અમારા પ.ૂ માતશુ્રી  નવલાસબેન (નવજયા 
બહને) ચીમનલાલ સઘંરાજકાનુ ંશનનવારે સવારે તા. ૫/૧/૨૦૧૯ ના રોજ દુખ:દ અવસાન થએલ છે. 
અમારા કુટંુબ ઉપર આવી પડલેી આ દુ:ખની પળોમા ં અમારા નમત્રો, કુટંુબીજનો અને અમારા સગા ં
સબધંીઓ રૂબરુ પધારી, ટેલીફોન, ઈમેઈલ તથા વોટસેપ દ્વારા તેમજ પ્રાથથના સભામા ં અને અંતીમ 
યાત્રામા ંઉપસ્સ્થત રહી ભાવભરી શ્રધધાજંલી અપથનાર સવથ કોઈ સગા ંસબધંી તથી નમત્રોનો રૂબરૂ આભાર 
માનવાનુ ંઅશક્ય હોવાથી નવનાત દપથણ દ્વારા સહ ુકોઈનો સઘંરાજકા પરરવાર ખબૂ આભાર માને છે. 
પરમ કૃપાળુ પરમાત્મા સદ્ગગત ના આત્માને ચીર શાતંી આપે અને અમોને આ દુ:ખ સહન કરવાની 
શસ્તત આપે એવી પ્રભ ુપાસે પ્રાથથના  

It is with great sadness and regret that we announce the death of our loving mother and 
grandmother Mrs.Vijayben Sanghrajka (Shah) who passed away on 05/01/2019. She has given us so 
many great memories which we will fondly cherish and she will always have a special place in our 
hearts. We wish to convey our sincere gratitude and thanks to all our relatives, friends and well 
wishers for their continued support during this sad time. May her soul rest in eternal peace. She will 
remain in our hearts and minds. 

ૐ શાનંત:   ૐ શાનંત:   ૐ શાનંત: 

Late: Hemansurai Chimanlal Sanghrajka (Son)          Jayesh Chimanlal Sanghrajka (Son) 

Rashmi Chimanlal Sanghrajka (Son)                             Pratiba Rashmi Sanghrajka (Daughter-in-law) 

Pankaj Chimanlal Sanghrajka (Son)                               Hema Pankaj Sanghrajka (Daughter-in-law) 

Manish Shantilal Jasani (Son-in-law)                             Nayna Manish Jasani (Daughter) 

Nish Mahendra Patel (Son-in-law)                                Varsha Nish Patel (Daughter) 

Jay Jinendra from Sanghrajka Family and grand children 

શ્રી મહાવીરાય નમ: 
જન્મ  બકુોબા (ટાઝંાનનયા) 

૬/૨/૧૯૩૬ 

શ્રી પાર્શ્થનાથાય નમ: 
નનધન (લડંન)   
૫/૧/૨૦૧૯ 
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શ્રી મહધવિરધય નમ: 
શ્રી કૃપધળુદેિધય નમ: 
શ્રી સદ્ગુગરુુદેિધય નમ: 

             
        
        
    

 
સ્િર્ગસ્થ માંર્ળધ અભયકધાંત મહતેધ 

અંગત કુટુુંબીજનોના નનધનનુું દુ:ખ અપાર હોય છે. જીવનભર જેમની સાથે સુંબધ રહ્યો હોય તેમની 
ગેરહાજરી હુંમેશા વેદાય છે.  
 
જે મમુકુ્ષ ુહોય એ આવા પ્રકારની ઘટનાને, ઋણાનબુુંધ પરૂા થયા એમ માની, મોહના નવકલ્પોને 
ઉપશમાવી, જ્ઞાનગર્ભિત વૈરાગ્યભાવને વધારવાનો પરુુષાથથ કરે છે. આવા કપરા સમયે સતદેવ, 
સતગરુુ, તેમજ સતધમથ પ્રત્યેની ઉત્તમ ભક્તત જગાડી, સકૂ્ષ્મ તત્વર્ િંતન કરવુું જરુરી છે. તે દ્વારા જીવ 
ભેદજ્ઞાન કરવા સમથથ બન ેછે.  
 
મુંગળાની ધમથરુર્  તેમજ તત્વ ગ્રહણ કરવાની શક્તત ખબૂ જ સારી હતી. તેઓ સારુું ગાઈ શકતા. પ.પ.ૂ 
બાપજુી (લાડક ુંદભાઇ વોરા) સાયલા મળ્યા બાદ તેમણે વષો સધુી તેમની નનશ્રામાું આરાધન કર્ુું. 
છેલ્લા થોડા વષોથી વેદનીય કમથ ઉદયમાું આવતા, શરીર આરોગ્ય ઘટવા લાગ્ર્ુું, આવા નવપરીત 
ઉદયકાળે, તેઓએ ખબૂ શાુંનત આને સ્વસ્થતા જાળવી રાખી હતી. તેઓ ઘણાું કલાત્મક હતા. સ્વચ્છ્તા, 
 ોકસાઇ તમેજ વ્યવસ્થાશક્તતના ગણુો થકી તેમના વ્યક્તતત્વનો સારો પ્રભાવ પડતો. તેઓના ગણુોને 
અંતરમાું સદૃુઢ કરી તેમને આપણાું આ રણમાું જીવુંત રાખવા.  
 
દેહ એ સાધન છે. એ દેહ દ્વારા જે મોક્ષ પરુુષાથથ થાય છે તે સાધના છે અને આ મનષુ્યભવે જો એકમાત્ર 
સાધ્ય કરવા જેવુું કુંઈ હોય તો તે છે આપણો આત્મા. આત્માને અનભુવવામાું આપણે પરુુષાથી થઈએ એ 
જ મુંગલ પ્રાથથના.  
 
આ કપરા શોકના પ્રસુંગે સવથ સગાું, સબુંધી, નમત્રોએ, મમુકુ્ષોએ અમને ઘણુું બળ આપર્ુું છે એ બદલ 
અમે સહનુો અંત:કરણપવૂથક આભાર માનીએ છીએ.  

 ૐ શાુંનત:   ૐ શાુંનત:   ૐ શાુંનત: 
અભયકાુંત સખુલાલ મહતેા  

નવરાજ - દદપતી   
ઋતેષ - ર્બિંદુ  
કુુંતલ  

અનનશા, અંજલી, રીહા, સરીના  
 

1 Drummond Drive, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 3PF (Tel- 0208 954-7217) 

 
દેહત્યાગ: લુંડન   
તા: 9/12/2018  

 
જન્મ:  નાઈરોબી 
તા:30/05/1939
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Donations

We would like to thank the below donors for their kind donations:

- Abhay Mehta (£501) – General Donation - “In Memory of Manglaben Mehta”

- Mahendra Mehta (£51) - General Donation - “In Memory of Bharatbhai Raminklal Mehta”

- Neelesh A Doshi (£51) to Jivdaya – “In Loving Memory of Arunkant Jayantilal Doshi” 

- Jayesh Shah (Sanghrajka) (£105) - General Donation(£30), Jivdaya (£55), NVM (£10) , NVBS (£10) - “In  
Loving Memory of Mrs. Vijyaben Sanghrajka (Shah)”

- Indravadan Sheth (£151) - General Donation

- Purna Kothari (£125) - General Donation

- Gita Vipani (£101)- General Donation

- Jayman Mehta (£101) - General Donation

- Dipak Mehta (£102) - General Donation (£51) & Jivdaya (£51)

Navnat Vanik Association of UK
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  NAVNAT VADIL   MANDAL 
Navnat	Centre,	Printing	House	Lane,	Hayes,	UB3	1AR	

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

Jai Jinendra and Jai Shree Krishna, 
Navnat Vadil Mandal is going from strength to strength.  
Currently we have 400 members and over 185 on waiting list. 
We have taken 30 more members in 2019 and priority was given to age, disability 

and spouses of current members. 
With the help of our generous donors, we have managed to keep membership fee same for last 6 
years. We are running at full capacity and cannot take any more members due to overcrowding in 
certain areas.  
NVM EC strongly request the NVA EC to speed up the expansion process of Dining Hall and 
Kitchen facilities to accommodate more members. 
Membership Secretary's job is very time consuming and difficult at times when it comes to selecting 
new members from a long waiting list. I have done as best as I could and played by the rules set by 
the Executive Committee of Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
 
Arvind Mehta, Membership Secretary of Navnat Vadil Mandal 

On 9th November 2018 we had a special poojan of “Bhaktamer strote” by Mrs Jyotiben Kumbhani 
 in the morning and in the afternoon the Bhajans by Bhakti Mandal. Both the programmes and lunch 

were kindly sponsored by Mrs Jyotiben J Kumbhani and 
also for the appreciation to our hard-working Kitchen ladies 
they were also gifted with a Shawl by her. 
 નવનાત વડ&લ મડંળના લાડ&લા +યોતીબેન  1ંુભાણીની 
ધણા સમયથી ભાવના હતી ક: તેઓ નવનાત સે<ટરમા ફર& 
એક વાર પડં&તBી જયેસભાઈની મદદથી ભકતામર FતોGHુ ં
Iજુન કરાવJુ.ં તેઓની ભાવના 9th Nov ના શL બની હતી. 

Iજુન સવારના નવ થી બપોરના એક Mધુીમા સમપંન કરવામા આવી હતી. +યાર: આ ભOતી PQુય 
હોલમા હતી Rચાર: ડાઇનUગ હોલમા યોગા પણ હW.ુ 
લચં પછ& Fટ:જ પર ભOતી મડંળે પણ Yન 
Fતવનંથી સવૅને ભOતીથી તરબોળ કર&યા હતા.આ 

ર&તે આ[ આ બ\ે ધા]ીક ^ોગામની મ_ લીધી હતી. 
 On 23rd Nov we planned a special Happiness 
Seminar by Ms Himani who gave a good 
demonstration on how to keep our life happy 
and healthy. `વનમા ગમેતેવી પર&Fથીતી આવે Rયાર: મHaુયએ તેને Fવીકાર& લેવી અને હસW ુ
રહ:J.ુ  
 On 28th December we had Children’s Christmas party with Music and Magic which 
was very well received by all.  About 50 children came to this party and Mrs Bharti K 
Gandhi donated gifts to all children. Bharatbhai Parekh was dressed up as Father 

Christmas and handed over the gifts to all children. Mr Mansukhbhai Gandhi sponsored 
soft drink and Mr Rasikbhai Dawda sponsored Biscuits and Chocolates.  
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Nalinbhai Udani 
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07783 884 513 
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Sakuben Sheth 
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07966 840 910 
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Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 
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Celebrating a 
special 
birthday, or 
wedding 
anniversary? Or 
in memory of 
someone dear? 
Then Sponsor a 
lunch for 
£351.00. 10 
guests allowed. 
 

Short report by our Membership Secretary Mr Arvind Mehta 
 

Navnat Vadil Mandal’s Activities from Nov 2018 to Jan 2019 
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11th January 2019, NVM organised a memorable, whole day event of TV style Bollywood 
Antakshari for the first time in its history to bring 
together Navnat’s affiliated groups, i.e. Vadil Mandal, 
Bhagini Samaj and Jalsa Club. The event was Mega 
Antakshari Competition. Nine members from each group 
participated. The competition was conducted by 
Kalpanaben Bhatt. The judges were Ashokbhai Mehta, 
Mandaben Pandya and Sandeepbhai Ruparelia.  Navnat 
Vanik Bhagini Samaj participants of Sarojben Savadia, Gitaben Kothari and Pallaviben Dhruv 
were declared winners and were given certificates and prizes. All other participants were also 
given certificates for taking part in the competition. 

The convenors of this programme were Bhadraben and Purnimaben. Arvind Mehta was 
technical officer. The hall was packed, and everybody was glued to their seats because 
there were various interesting rounds in the competition like rapid fire, audio, video, 
prop, guessing different songs beginning with same word with different tune and many 
more. Audience were also given the chance to participate.  

The event started with breakfast of Jalebi-Ganthia and Kachori in the morning. After 
having delicious lunch everybody departed with a smile on the face and sincere hope 
that such mega events would be organised time to time again to bring together members 
from all these organisations.  
The NVM committee and the volunteers worked very hard to make this programme a 
success and congratulations to all of them. 

નવનાત વડ&લ મડંળે યો[લી મહામેગા cતાdર&નો eંુકો અહ:વાલ 

ગયા વષે યો[લ cતાdર&ના સફળતા બાદ આ વષેની gભુ શhુઆત નવનાતની Gણેય સાખા એટલેક: વડ&લ મડંળ,ભjગની 

સમાજ અને જલસા kપુ સાથે એક હર&ફાઈ યો[લ હતી. વડ&લ મડંળના સેl:ટર& રમેશભાઈની ભાવના હતી ક: આવા 

સમારંભને પર&ણામે આ Gણેય સાખાઓ અકબી_ની સાથે ખભાથી ખભો મીલાવીને કામ કર:. આ પોmોમની શhુઆતમા 

સFંથાના માનદ ^Pખેુ સવૅH ુFવાગત કર&n ુહW.ુ ભoરાબેન અને Iણુીમાબેને 

કોડ&નેટર તર&ખે સબંોધીને lાયlમને આગળ ધપાવીયો હતો. આ પોmોમના કંpપેર 

કલપના ભqને queen of Bollywood Antakshari નો ખીતાબ આપવામા આrયો હતો. 
1ુલ Gણેય સાખાઓના Gણ Gણ eુકડ&ઓના Gણ રાઊ<ડ હતા અને `તેલા Gણ tપુ 

વuચે ફાઈનલ રાઊ<ડ હતો.ભjગની સમાજ આ cતાdર&ના વી[તા હતા. 
 

Stop Press stop: - Navnat Vadil Mandal ‘s Annual general Meeting will be Friday 19th April 2019 time 11.30 onwards  

SPECIAL MEGA ANTAKSHARI COMPETITION ON 11TH JANUARY 2019. 
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Graduation Ceremony
December 2018 - Sponsored by Mrs. & Mr. Jayantilal Vithalji Doshi & Family

Navnat is very fortunate to have a graduation ceremony which normally happens only in Universities but Navnat is the only 
association who honours their newly graduates. This is only possible due to Navnat’s life time sponsorer 
Mr Jayntilal Vithalji Doshi and his family who believe in the value of education and hence started this sponsorship, this is now 
continued by his children Anilbhai and Jayeshbhai Doshi.

This year we had a graduation ceremony after a few years of gap. We allowed anyone who had graduated in the last five years 
to participate in the ceremony. The main Coordinator Rameshbhai Shah worked hard for three months in distributing gradua-
tion forms during Paryushan, Pritibhojan and Navratri and via web blasts resulting in a total of 56 Graduates which  accompa-
nied by parents and/or friends made the total attendances to around 250.

This year we requested all the subsidiaries of Navnat to join in the ceremony.  The certificates were given by our sponsors Mr 
Jayeshbhai and Anilbhai Doshi, all Navnat Committees, the President and Secretary of the Subsidiaries.

The event started off with a debate which was conducted by Cllr Sachin Ramesh Shah and  the topic “Did you study for passion 
or for society?” was discussed. Many graduates and parents spoke on both sides of the debate and all graduates were given 
a certificate and the chance to speak for a minute.  Finally, our Secretary Amit Lathia concluded by saying that we need these 
types of events where our young Navnatees mix with our whole committee. He thanked Mr Jayeshbhai and Anilbhai Doshi for 
sponsoring and Ketan Adani, Yatra Desai and specially Rameshbhai Shah for their hard work and building a good will for future 
Navnat events. We had many emails from students and parents congratulating us in organising such a good event.

 
 

 
 

Graduation Ceremony – Dec 18 
 Sponsored by Mrs. & Mr. Jayantilal Vithalji Doshi & Family 
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All stage photos are also available on the web link. 

Name Qualification Name Qualification 
Ekta Yogesh Rayani MSc Biochemical Engineering Hiral Shah MSc Organisational Psychology 
Nikki Tolia BSc Pharmaceutical Science Shivani Desai Master of Business Administration 
Ravi Rayani BSc Business studies Radha Shah Master of Pharmacy 
Mihir Mukeshkumar 
Mehta Chartered Accountancy (ICAS) Nandeesh Mehta Chartered Tax Adviser 

Reshma Mehta Chartered Accountancy (ICAS) Jayni Desai Bachelor of Medicine & Surgery 
Veeral Mehta BSc Economics Jai Doshi BSc in Economics and CFA Charterholder 
Anjli Mehta Master of Pharmacy Sawan Kothary Master of Pharmacy 
Karan Jhaveri Master of Business Administration Vikash Kothary MSc Computer Science 
Prachi Jayesh Vajani Master of Management Studies Dharmin Gandhi Postgraduate Diploma in Architecture 
Neil Rameshkumar Shah BSc Maths with Management & Finance Nara Vasa BSc Chemistry 
Davina Doshi Bachelor of Arts - Fashion Design Priyanka Mehta B.A.Journalism and Mass Comunication 
Mahek Dinesh Mehta BA History and International Relations Jhanvi Jyotin Mehta Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
Anish Kothari BSc Economics Nirav Shah BSc Economics 
Saahil Vora BSc Physiotherapy Hrishika Maniar Bachelor of Arts - Journalism 
Samir Mehta Bachelor of Medicine & Surgery Ruchi Maniar MBBS  
Nehal Mahendra Shah MSc Management Tanvi Ajay Punatar Bachelor of Arts - Language & Culture 
Daniel Parekh-Hill BSc Economics Hersal Shah BSc Management with Entrepreneurship 
Sheena Bimal Parekh Bachelor of Dental Surgery Mitesh Sheth BSc Accounting And Finance 
Manish Kamlesh Mehta Bachelor of Dental Surgery Nischal Udani Bachelor of Arts 
Ruby Vajaria MSc by Research Sayani Sejal Khara Bachelor of Medicine & Surgery 
Pari Ramani Shah BSc Economics & Mathematics Purvi Chirag Shah Practice in Independent Prescribing 
Prina Natalie Vibhakar BA Arts in Global Business Anika Mehta Bachelor of Laws 
Amit Rawal MSc International Business Nikita Mehta Bachelor of Science 

Mitesh Mehta BSc in Digital Systems & Computer 
Engineering Fenil Hemant Shah Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 

Jaimini Modi Master of Pharmacy Shreya Samer 
Kushwala Master of Business Administration 

Reshal Jashapara BSc Maths Ashmi Parekh Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
Nehal Pankaj Doshi Bachelor of Dental Surgery Kanal Mehta NVQ Level 1 in Hospitality Services 
Deversh Sheth Master of Chemical Engineering Chintan Msc in Control of Infectious Diseases 

નવનાત વણીક એસોસીએશને ઉજવેલી 0ે12એુશન સેર5મનીનો 7ંુકો અહ5વાલ 

નવનાત ઘ<ુ ંભા>યશાળA છે ક5 એની પાસે Dવ. જયતંીલાલ િવઠલG દોશી અને એમના પIરવાર Jવા ઉદાર આGવન દાતા છે J 
દર5ક 0ે12એુશન સેર5મનીને Dપોનસર કર5 છે. Dવ. જયતંીલાલને િવLાની ઘણી Iકમત હતી અને એના કારણે આ Dપોનસરશીપ ચાNુ ં
થઇ અને હવે એમના સતંાનો અિનલભાઇ એને જયેશભાઇ આ Qભુ કાયRને આગળ વધાર5 છે. આ સેર5મનીમા ંનવા 0ે12એુટને 
માનપV આપવામા ંઆવે છે J સામાWય રAતે માV 2નુીવિસXટAમા ંજ આપવામા ંઆવે છે. 

 આ વખતની સેર5મની થોડા વષRના ં\તર પછA થઇ છે અને એમા ંએ 0ે12એુટને શામેલ કયાR હતા J ક5 પાચં વષRની \દર 
0ે12એુટ થયા હતા. રમેશભાઇ, આ કાયR]મના ં^_ુય સચંાલક હતા અને એમને Vણ મIહના `બૂ મહ5નત કરA Jમા એમણે પ2ુRષણ, 
િcિતભોજન અને નવરાVીમા ંઘણા ં0ે12એુશન ફોમR વહefયા. એના લીધે ૫૬ 0ે12એુટ5 આ સેર5મનીમા ંશામીલ થયા ંઅને બધાના ં
પIરવાર અને િમVો સાથે, લગભગ ૨૫૦ માણસો આ કાયR]મમા ંહતા.    

સેર5મનીની શkુઆત એક Iડબેટથી થઇ હતી Jનો િવષય હતો Ôતમે પેશન માટ5 ભlયા ક5 સમાજ માટ5?Õ.આ Iડબેટ કાઉmWસલર સચીન 
રમેશ શાહ5 કરA હતી. આ પછA દાતાઓએ અને નવનાતની બધી શાખાઓના ંકાયRકતાRઓએ બધા 0ે12એુટને Dટ5જ ઉપર cમાણપV 
આoયા અને 0ે12એુટ5 એક િમિનટની Dપીચ આપી. છેpલે અિમત લાઠAયાએ દાતાઓ અિનલભાઇ એને જયેશભાઇનો આભાર માWયો. 
એની ઉપરાતં સચંાલકો ક5તન અદાણી, યાVા દ5સાઇ અને ખાસ રમેશભાઇ શાહની મહ5નત અને ખતં માટ5 આભાર માWયો. 
િવLાથqઓએ અને તેમના વાલીઓએ આ કાયR]મના ં`બૂ વખાણ કયાR. 
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નવનાત વણીક એસોસીએશને ઉજવેલી 0ે12એુશન સેર5મનીનો 7ંુકો અહ5વાલ 
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Inspiration
Sachin Khona, son of Dhirajlal Khona and Surbhi Khona was recently 
awarded the Industry Achievement Awards in his home province, 
British Columbia in Canada. This is the first time in the history of 
the award that someone has won the award twice and also back to 
back.

Sachin’s journey is a unique one. He moved from the financial world 
of London, England, to become a full time creative in Vancouver, 
Canada only 7 years ago. Between moving countries, a complete 
career change and a health crisis, Sachin was forced to looking 
inward at the life he was creating for himself. 

Sachin attributes his success to the daily morning practice of Hatha 
Yoga, Transcendental Meditation and Pranayama. Sachin was able to 
move from the world of finance to full-time creative work, becoming 
a wedding and portrait photographer and later an interviewer and 
event organiser for his new company ARC which he founded in 
2015, just 3 years after moving to Canada. 

Sachin was nominated for the BC Wedding Industry Achievement 
Award by his peers last November 2018 and in 2017. He was also a 
finalist for Best Overall Wedding Photography, finishing in the top 3 
photographers in BC in 2018. 

Sachin enjoys serving his community in Vancouver, BC, planning 
annual conferences and events for photographers for which his ser-
vice has been recognised. He attributes his passion for community 
and love for helping others to his parents, Surbhi and Dhiru.

You can listen to Sachin’s latest project, The ARC Creatives Podcast 
by visiting http://bitly.com/ARCPodcast and you can see his 
wedding work and more by heading to www.sachinkhona.com.

SACHIN KHONA
Industry Achievements Awards

Photo Credit: BC Wedding Awards

Jain Classes
Jain Classes 

જય #જને&',  

સહષ+ ,શુાલી સાથે જણાવવા5ુ ંક8 અમે ક8&ટનમા ંબાળકો માટ8 ?નશાળા શ@ કર8લ છે. તો તમારા 

બાળકોને જ@ર મોકલશો. આપણા બાળકો ધમ+ના સGંકારથી વચંીત ન રહ8 તે માટ8ની અમારI કોિશશ છે. 

તેનામા ંનાનપણથી ધમ+ના સGંકાર5ુ ંિસચન કરવાથી બાળકો એક સારI, સફળ MયNતી તો બને જ છે 

પણ ધમ+ સાથે ટ8&શન અને GO8સ િવના ક8વી રIતે PવQુ ંતેની સમજણ આવે છે. આ સેવા િવના RTૂયે 

હોવાથી તેનો લાભ અવVય ઊઠાવશો. બાળકોની ઉમર 5 વષ+થી ઉપર હોવી જોઇએ. 

સપંક+ : સ[ંયા શાહ – 07956 953 337 
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Tigdo Report
TIGDO REPORT 

!ુદંર સમાચાર  

નવનાત સે.ટરમા ંઆપણે ધાિમ5ક 78યા ઘણી કર<એ છ<એ. ધમ?નો Aભાવ પણ વધેલ છે. ખાસ કર<ને 

મહાિવર જ.મકGયાણક આપણે દર વષI ઉજવીએ છ<એ, Kમા ંિવિવધ Aકારની LNૂ કરાવી લાભ લઈએ 

છ<એ. Lજૂન દરિમયાન PનાQ LNૂ ભણાવવામા ંઆવે છે. ઘણા ંવષRથી આપણે Tૂદ< Tૂદ< સPંથાને Uશુી 

ભેટ આપી PનાQ LNૂની સામWી તેમજ િસXહાસન (તીગડો) લઈ આવતા અને લાવનારને ઘણી જ 

\]ુક̂લી પડતી. May માસ 2018માનંી E.C.ની મીટ_ગમા ંકિમટ<ના સ`યોએ નa< કbુc ક̂ PનાQLNૂ માટ̂ 

િસXહાસન (તીગડો) ખર<દ< લેવો જdર< છે. તે માટ̂ની જવાબદાર< કિમટ<ના સ`ય હPમીતાબેન દોશીને 

સfપવામા ંઆવી, અથાગ મહન̂ત પછ< \ુબંઈના રહવ̂ાસી ડો.\ક̂ુશભાઈ તથા Aિતમાબહન̂નો સપંક? 

થયો. તેમણે તીગડાના ફોટા મોકGયા. તેમાથંી એક પસદં કયR અને તરત જ તેઓ Uશુીભેટ કરવા 

તૈયાર થઈ ગયા. આ દરિમયાન ઘણા ંફોનકોGસ તથા ઈમેલ થએલ. વેણીસ.સ વાળા ભૈરવભાઈએ 

આપણને અહ_ િવના\Gૂયે લાવી આkયો અને શૈલેષભાઈ પાર̂ખે નવનાત સે.ટરમા ંપહfચાડlો હતો.  

ડો.\ક̂ુશભાઈને હPમીતાબેન દોશીને mયા ંશાિંતનાથદાદાની \તૂn મોકલાવેલ અને તે \તૂnને ધામoમૂથી 

નવનાત સે.ટરમા ંજલસા pપુના સ`યો સાથે િસXહાસન પર Pથાપના કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. નવનાત 

સે.ટરના ઇિતહાસમા ંઆવી પહલ̂ી જ વાર Ar ુAવેશની િવધી કર̂લ. જલસાના મેsબરોએ આરતી અને  

મગંળદ<વાનો લાભ લીધો હતો. કહવ̂ાય છે ને ક̂ નાતના નસીબ મોટા!  

 

       હPમીતા દોશી    
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In the AGM Bhagini members has always expressed that rather than 
organizing social events all the time, we should try and do something 
different. Respecting the wider membership wishes Bhagini arranged a talk 
on Wills Probate and Administration – Raising awareness of legal matters. 
This event was for ladies only. The aim was to empower women, within our 
community, with the knowledge of an individual’s legal responsibility when it 
comes to matters of family property and family finances.

For this purpose, on Saturday 17th November, we invited Councillor Ketanbhai 
Sheth, Brent Councillor and himself a Navnati and by profession a Solicitor to 
take us through the very basic importance of Wills, Probate and 
Administration. After a very delicious lunch, Ketanbhai started his talk with 
explaining why it is of utmost importance for a person to have their will in 
place. Particularly, in the event of something untoward were to happen. He 
explained the difficulties faced by loved ones where a Will is non-existence. 
He could not stress enough that in such circumstances it is the taxman who 
benefits the most and not your loved oAnother topic Ketanbhai covered was 
the different types of Power of Attorney (POA) and why it was important for all 
to have a POA in place. 

As this was a different topic, the turnout was a bit of a disappointment. 
However, the advantage of this was that the talk was more on an 
interpersonal level and the audience benefitted greatly by asking the right and 
relevant questions.

At the end the members who did attend were very impressed and comments 
such as ‘got our brains ticking’, ‘something to think about’ and advised ‘Bhagini 
to deliver such events in future.

CONVENERS - BHARTI SHAH & PURNIMA MEHTA
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નવનાત વ%ણક ભ%ગની સમાજ .ારા વી0સ અને 3ોબેટ ઊપર યો:લ એક ટોકનો =ંુકો અહAવાલ 
તારBખ 17મી નવેમબંરના રોજ કાઊનસીલર કAતનભાઈ શેઠ કA :ઓ solicitor પણ છે.તેઓએ વી0સ અને 3ોબેટ 
ઊપર Iબુજ વીJતારથી સમLવેલ કA આજના જમાનામા વી0સ કરN ુઅતીOચત જQુરB છે.ખાસ કરBને જમીન Lયદાદ 
માટA તો છેજ. જો આ ન કરવામા આવે તો પાછળ રહAલી TચUતીને Iબુજ તકલીફ પડA છે. આવેલ દરAક લેડBઝોને 
સકંોચ વીના સવાલો Yછુવાની મL આવી હતી કારણકA આ બધીજ વાતો [જુરતીમા કAતનભાઈએ કરAલ હતી. આ 
માટA ભ%ગની સમાજ કAતનભાઈનો  આભાર માને છે. ભગીનીને આવા 3ોગામો રખવા\ુ ંસભાએ ]ચુન કરAલ હ^.ુ  
આ 3ોગામના કOવીયરસ Yણુ_મા અને ભારતી હતા. નવનાત વ%ણક ભ%ગની સમાજના જય `નaOb અને cdીefણ 
 

NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI SAMAJ 
Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registered No. 1173042  

NAVNAT CENTRE, PRINTING HOUSE LANE 
HAYES, MIDDLESEX, UB3 1AR 
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VOLUNTEERS
REPORT ON VOLUNTEERS DINNER

Navnat Vanik Association held volunteers dinner on 17th March 2019 to thank them for their 
hard work and dedication during the past 12 months.

Our Volunteers started coming before 5.30pm and a delicious dinner was served to them.  The 
dinner was donated by our caterer Bharat Gangaram to 210 volunteers who attended.  Many 
members commented that this was the best food they had for a long time.

We had also arranged for a pan and mukhvas stall for our volunteers.  This was very well received 
during our Priti Bhojan event. 

After the dinner we had a forum to discuss on the past programs and how to improve them. 
Suggestions were made on parking problems and how to maximise car park space, provide hard 
flooring for marquees in our Garden during Paryushan and PritiBhojan, Paryushan speaker and 
musicians from India for Bhavna, Navratri ticket allocation, led lighting in main Hall etc.

This was followed by lively music with two marvellous singers, Sangeeta Kulkarni & Shashi Rana.  
They were fantastic  and for the last half an hour 60 or more members were dancing 
continuously.  

This was the best Volunteers Dinner program ever. 
 
Best regards,

Dilip Mithani
Co-ordinator.

RE
PO

RT
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NAVNAT BRIDGE CLUB
We aim to start beginner`s bridge classes at Navnat 
Centre on Wednesday evenings from 8.30pm till 
11.00pm, from just after Easter 2019.

The lessons will be taught by a qualified EBU bridge 
teacher.

For more information please contact me, Vandana on 
0208 958 1626.

Fashions come and go as per season, but the card game of bridge remains forever popular throughout 
all seasons. Playing bridge will combat the frequent boredom of life and can change into a passion 
and also give one hours of pleasure. 

It is a lot of fun to play bridge but even more fun when you play and win. A winning session is a great 
tonic which gives a psychological boost. The euphoria of victory is unmeasurable and is above all 
levels of happiness.

Bridge is an easy game to learn but it takes a lifetime to master. Bridge is about learning rules but it 
also involves a complex mixture of psychology, risks, inventiveness and sheer bluff. So what is it that 
makes bridge as ultimately the most enduringly fascinating and alluring of all card games?
 
The answer is Navnat Bridge Club. Picking up each new hand creates endless variety, excitement and 
a challenge. The challenge of co – operative communication is at the heart of the game of bridge as it 
entails the creation of a bridge between the minds of the two partners.

Bridge is an exciting game that mixes all the most vital human qualities and emotions and is said to be 
the Rolls – Royce of all card games. It is a great social activity. Bridge is a sport that you can start as a 
child and still be playing with as much enthusiasm and skill when you are ninety. It is good for us and 
it is that something which brings us so much of joy and above all, it is neither immoral, against the law 
nor bad for our health. 

It is never too early or too late to learn bridge. Even if you don`t like cards, bridge may be your game. I 
do hope you will take up the game of bridge as I once did, because I already know that it`s lure is 
irresistible once felt and it`s addiction heady and exciting. Bridge is surely the most fascinating game 
ever invented. All sorts of people can succeed in bridge. The three most important talents are a logical 
and clear – thinking mind, card – sense and a positive mental attitude.

So why not try your hand at it? You will not be disappointed.
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NAVNAT JALSA GROUP 

 

 

નવનાત જલસા (પુ    Navnat Jalsa Group  

On 20th Nov 2018 about 11 o’clock members started 
coming and then we had our usual breakfast of 
Tea/coffee and Jalebi Gathia. Today we were 

celebrating special event of “+લુસી િવવાહ” So right at “/ભુ 

ચોધડ5એ” Wedding ceremony started. 

 એક તરફથી ક;યાના માતા કૌશલીયાબેન સોળે શણગાર સEલી 

મા +લુસીને લઈને માડંવા તરફ Hયાણ કર5 રIા હતા JયારK સામે 

પLથી ગીતાબેન લાડલા કાનાને સMવીને પઘાર5 રIા હતા. 

આપણા લાડ5લા રમેશભાઈ ગોર મહારાજના Pુપ બQે RુSુબી 

જનોT ુમUંાઉચાર Wવાગત કર5 રIા હતા. જોતજોતામા આ લXનની િવિધ સમપંન થઈ હતી. આવેલા સવY 

મહKમાનાએ એક ફોટો પડાવી સાથે નવ દંપતીને અભીનદંન પાઠવીયા હતા.  

On 3rd December 2018 at about 11 o’clock members started coming and then we had our 

usual breakfast of Tea/coffee. Today we were celebrating special event of તીથ;કર ભગવાન^ી 

શાતંીનાથ H_નુી Wથાપના વીઘી. /ભુ ચોધડ5યે all  gathered in Main hall and brought Bhagwan to 

dining hall where was very well received by singing “stavens” and dancing.  

નવનાત સે;ટરમા એક અનેરા આનદંનો મહોJષવ છવંાયો હતો. હWમીતાબેન દોશીના િનવાWથાનેથી bનના 

તીથ;કર ભગવાન^ી શાતંીનાથની Hતીમાનો Hવેશ નવનાત સેટરમા અને  પછ5 મદં5રમા Wથાપના થઈ હતી. 

આવો મહોJષવ નવનાતના ઈતીહાસમા કદાચ પહKલીવીર બ;યો હસે. આ અનોરા મહોJષવની જવાબદર5 

હWમીતાબેન 

લીધી હતી. 

જોતજોતામા 

આ વીધી 

સમપંન થઈ 

હતી. આવેલા 

સવY 

મહKમાનાએ 

એક cપુફોટો પડાવી સાથે આ અનારા મહોJષવનો આનદં અને ભdતી ભાવ થી સવૅ  આનદંવીભોર થયા હતા. 
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 On 8th January 2019 we had usual breakfast and Kashmira Started yoga half hour after 
breakfast. After yoga we played a quiz on 
Bollywood and following team of members 
won the quiz. Thanks to Vibha Mehta for 

arranging the quiz. આ બાદ આજT ુ જમણ અતી 

Wવાદ5fટ હ+ ુ ંતે બદલ ક5ચન કમીટ5 આભાર શાથે અભીનદંન. 

Navnat vadil mandal arranged a special antakshari of three subsidiaries competition on 
Friday 11th January with an intention to make navnat subsidiaries to come together so 
also Jalsa group was invited and nine members of Bhagini Samaj, nine members of Jalsa 
group and nine members of vadil mandal took part in the competition.  

Following nine members from Jalsa took part and they were awarded by a participation 
certificate. 

All the above programmes were the major in November to January 2019 but every 
Tuesday they do also play Bingo, Debate go for long walk etc.  

 Jalsa Group thanks all volunteers and specially all kitchen ladies who cook delicious food 

and also thank all donors without whom club cannot run smoothly.  

નવનાત વડ5લ મડંળની Eમ લગભગ ચાર  વષૅથી આ (પુ દર મગંળવારK સવારના 11 વાXયાતી બપોરના Uણ gધુી ચાલે છે. 
વાષીક સhચફ5 માU £75 રાખેલ છે. લગભક 80થી વj ુ સhચો જોડાણા છે.. જો કોઈપણને મહKમાન તર5ખે આવk ુહોયતો ડKઈલી ફ5 
£3.00  આપીને આવી શકK છે.  
સવારનો નાWતો પછ5 યોગ અવનવા મનંોરજનના lાયકમો પછ5 Wવાmદfટ ભોજન, બપોરના ફર5વાર અવનવા મનંોરજનના lાયકમો 
અને આખરK ચા નાWતો બાદ બધા આનદંથી nટા પડK છે 

This Jalsa Group is getting more and more popular.  Currently it runs under the 
supervision of Mrs Hasmitaben Doshi, Mr Harshadbhai Mehta, Mr Bharatbhai Mehta (NVA) 

and with the help of lots of volunteers.  

For further information, Please contact 

Hasmitaben Doshi 020 8573 0448 or Harshad Mehta 07446 263 785 
 

Ramesh J. Shah on behalf of Jalsa Committee. 
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Estd. 2016 

Life Global UK 
Registered Charity 1170850 

Update: January 2019 
Life Global UK Taluka Primary School 

Opening Ceremony 
Patanvav Village, Doraji, Gujarat, 19th January 2019 

We are delighted to report a successful opening of the Life Global UK School in Patanvav. The ceremony was attended by 63 
guests from the UK, students, 300 guests from the village and members of the Patanvav Sarpanch. To date, the School has 
enrolled 220 students.  
Through your support, we provided a new water filter system, public address system, computers, sports kit, musical instruments 
and bicycles. Our partner charity, Life Rajkot has secured science equipment for each individual student. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The School has committed to enhancing Patanvav’s way of life and improving the prospects of future generations.  We were 
delighted and humbled by your support in London on 24th May 2017, and, on 19th  January 2019 the donors were able to see the 
result, a fabulous infrastruture which will last for many decades and inspire many to continue with education.  
 
To view the entire presentation click here 
 
Thank you. 
Trustees and Global Ambassadors of Life Global UK.  
 
Trustees:     
Bina Sanghvi (Chair), Ramesh Shah, Bhogilal Sanghvi, Kirit Vassa, Meetal Shah 
 
Global Ambassadors: 
Anita Kamdar, Vanita Patel, MBE, Bina Mistry 
 
Tel: +44 (0) 7801150338, Email: info@lifeglobal.org.uk, Website: www.lifeglobal.org.uk 
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PROFESSIONAL WILL WRITING & ESTATE PLANNING 

          

Services provided by Balance Consultancy 

 Estate Planning 
 Will Drafting  
 Lasting Powers of Attorney 
 Trusts – by approved partners  
 Probate – by approved partners 
 Document / Will Storage                                             
 Talks to community groups 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘It’s a Dead Cert, So Plan for It’ … Leave a Lasting Legacy NOT a Mess 

 

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if we lost our mental capacity 
or indeed became very ill. This is becoming more and more common as our lives become complex and 

longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you have loved and trusted ones 
taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You can do just that by taking out Lasting Powers of 
Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and/or Finance. They are both different LPAs but equally important. A 
vital document for the times we now live in. LPAs can only be set up while you have adequate mental 

capacity. LPAs are not just for the elderly but everyone over the age of 18. No one know when an 
illness can strike. Invest in your peace of mind now. 

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details. 

 

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA 

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432 
Office in Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex.HA7 1JS. 

Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk 
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk   

Evening & Weekend appointments available. 
Gujarati spoken fluently 

Home visits available at 
a time to suit client 

We are delighted to be 
supporting St Luke’s for 

2019. £5 from every 
Will drafted goes to St 

Luke’s Hospice 
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The simple solution

Bomanite At A Glance
• Unrivalled durability
• Weed and moss free
• Oil and stain resistant
• Will not sink or heave
• Fast efficient installation
• Ten year colour fast
• guarantee
• More than sixty years
• experience
• Cast on site using
• high strength
• readymixed concrete

No More
STAINS
No More
WEEDS & 

MOSS
Needs Little

or NO
Maintenance

Free Quotation Without Obligation - Call Free On:

0800 032 30 40
Bomanite Paving Ltd

Home Farm, Aldenham Road, Elstree, Herts, WD6 3AZ
E-mail: bomanite@hotmail.co.uk

www.bomanite.co.uk

DON’T MOVE... IMPROVE!
Why investing in Bomanite Patterned Imprinted Paving adds real value to your home or garden.

Forget the bathroom, kitchen or loft - one of the most effective, eye catching and valuable investments you can make to 
your home is landscaping.

Improving the outside of your home not only makes living there feel good, it proves irresistible to prospective buyers.

The appearance and quality of your driveway, garden and patio are high on estate agents lists of priorities when it comes 
to enhancing your home and driving up its value.

Not all home improvements add any actual value to your property.  But investing in a drive, patio and garden can show 
a return on investment of up to 163%*

So whether you are considering a short or long term investment Bomanite Paving can supply the solution every time.

* Source Lloyds Banking Group
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Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria
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In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116
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     ‘----અને 'ભુ ચા,યા ગયાʼ 

હતો $ભુ વાસ સદીઓ થી માના 0દયમાં, 

પણ! આજ ેહંુ િવચા:ં,  શંુ $ભુ ચા<યા ગયા ? 

 

તે િદવસે સૌ હિર સેવા, દેખતાં િદન દુઃિખયામાં, 

દેખી દીનોને વલવલતાં, પૂછંુ શંુ $ભુ ચા<યાં ગયાં? 

 

Eયાર ેહતાં જનો સૌ , છાસની પરબ માંડતાં, 

અર!ે પાણીયે વIચાતંુ જોઈ,પૂછંુ શંુ $ભુ ચા<યાં ગયાં? 

 

તે િદવસે સૌ પોરસાતાં, કૂતરાને રોટલો નાખતાં, 

અસહાય માબાપને દેખી, પૂછંુ શંુ $ભુ ચા<યાં ગયાં? 

 

Eયાર ેઉભરાતાં $ેમ-ક:ણા-સEય-અિહંસા િદલમાં, 

અણુબોNબ ના બનાવનાર દેખી, પૂછંુ શંુ $ભુ ચા<યાં ગયાં?  

 

અંતે મPયો ઉકેલ,  રહે $ભુ િનમQળ 0દયમાં, 

આ પાષાણ 0દય દેખી, સાચેજ $ભુ ચા<યા ગયાં। 

 

          ------------X----------- 

 

     િનલેશભાઈ મહ+તા  

           ‘મંઝીલʼ       

  

વાપરો એકેક ,ણને કસીકસી,  

કદી નવ આવે એ ફરીફરી, 

મૂકીએ સ6કડો મણ સુવણ9 તોલીતોલી, 

તોયે ,ણનંુ પ>લંુ રહે નમીનમી….. 

 

ચલી જવા મથે એ ,ણ આયુમહી, 

રખે જવા દેશો એને િબન સાથ9ક કરી, 

ઉમેરવંુ  છે સહેલ Iવન ,ણ મહી, 

પણ નથી એ સહેલ ,ણ Iવન મહી…. 

 

Iવન તો Iવી Lણે મૂરખ ને પંિડત, 

પણ એકની ,ણ છે ગરીબ ને બીI છે અમીર, 

કહો તુમ ,ણ છે મૂ>યવાન કે પછી કથીર? 

'ઉમેરો મૂ>ય ,ણ તણંુ' એજ Iવન તણી મંઝીલ…. 

 

           --------x-------     િનલેશ મહેતા    
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Please note that the thought and views expressed do 

not represent the editors or the Navnat’s views.

To the Editor of Navnat Darpan,

I was somewhat dismayed by Dhirubhai’s general and rather vague/trivial description of the 
concept and movement of veganism in the September 2018 darpan edition.

Veganism – in my own view – is a description and movement to thwart suffering of animals. At 
the time of Paryushan, the welfare of animals is of paramount importance and vast donations 
are made by Jains at this time for jiv-daya (protection and welfare of different animals but 
especially cows). Over the years, our jiv-daya fund has predominantly been spent on 
panjarapole. I speak with some authority here as I was administering the jiv-daya fund for 
around ten years.

I believe that it was with the above in mind that an expression of wish was made that – at the 
time of Paryushan celebrations in our community – we should strictly just provide vegan food at 
Navnat i.e. during the eight days. During these eight days many Jains actually – as we all know – 
choose to fast.

My thoughts and wishes are that I wish to avoid any suffering by animals. Such suffering is 
frequently caused by human beings. We consume milk products without any thought as to how 
the product is sourced and the cruelty that the animals suffer. We have absolutely no control in 
how the milk is produced – save that consuming organic milk (where animals are treated more 
humanely) is obviously a better option.

There can be no argument that by drinking milk we are avoiding the killing of the cows that give 
that milk. We are not doing a favour to cows by drinking milk. Cows have a humane right to exist 
on this Earth, just as we do. You might as well support eating eggs to use the same argument 
that this saves the chickens from being slaughtered – despite the atrocious conditions that the 
chickens have to suffer in cages to produce vast quantities of eggs for human consumption.

In my own view, just for eight days of Paryushan (at least), we should support veganism in 
Navnat. Navnat represents a community and the EC should lead by example of the virtues of 
veganism. At the very least, the movement and argument for veganism should not be trivialised.

Jayesh J Doshi
નવનાત ચિલ્ડ્રન પાર્ક ( રમતન ું મેદાન) 

 
આપણાું સહ ના નવનાતમાું આપણાું માનનનય ર્ાયકર્ારી સભ્યો અને માનનીય બોર્ક ઓફ 

એર્વાઈઝરની નનશ્રામાું અને કૃતીબહનેેની દોરવણીથી  બાળર્ોને રમવાન ું મેદાન  આર્ાર લઈ 

રહ્ ું છે. આપણે સહ  જાણીએ છીએ રે્ બાળર્ો આપણ ું ભનવષ્ય છે. જો બાળર્ો ર્ોઈને ર્ોઈ બહાને 

સમાજમાું આવતા થશે તો ધીરે ધીરે તેમને આપણાું સમાજમાું આવતા રહવેાન ું આર્ર્કણ થશે. 

હાલમાું વર્ીલો અને નાના બાળર્ોના માતા નપતા આવતા અિર્ાય છે ર્ારણ બાળર્ોને ર્ુંઈ ને 

ર્ુંઈ પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ જોઈએ નહીંતો તેઓ ર્ુંટાળે અને સાથે આવવા ન ર્રે. જેને લીધે માતા નપતા 

અને વર્ીલો  સમાજની ઘણી પ્રવ્ર્ર્તીમાું ભાગ નથી લઈ શર્તાું. બાગ થશે પછી બાળર્ો સાથે 

વર્ીલો આવશે. બધાને નવા નમત્રો અને નવી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ મળશે. હા ઘણાું દલીલો ર્રી શરે્ રે્ 

વરસાદ ઠુંર્ીમાું બાગન ું શ ું ર્રવ ું પરુંત   તેની સામે બીજા ઘણાું ફાયદાઓ પણ છે જ અને આપણે 

ક્ાું એવા વાતાવરણમાું ઘણીવાર બાળર્ોને લઈને અને બળર્ોની જીદ સામે નમીને બાળર્ોને 

લઈને પબ્લીર્ ગાર્કનમાું લઈને નથી જતા? જ્યારે નવનાતમાું તો ર્દાિ વેધર બગર્ી જાય તો 

પણ આપણ ું મર્ાન રે્ટલ ું મોટ ું છે તરત મર્ાનમાું રહીને સમય પસાર ર્રી શર્ીએ. પ્રવતૃીઓ 

ર્રી જ શર્ીએ એ રે્ટલો મોટો ફાયદો છે? અમને યાદ છે જ્યારે અમારા બાળર્ો નાના હતા 

ત્યારે નવનાતમાું લઈને આવતા હતા અને એમાુંથી જ બધાએ ભેગા થઈ આપણાું નવનાતની 

40મી વર્કગાુંઠ રે્વી ધામધમૂથી ઉજવી હતી!  માતા-નપતા રે્ વર્ીલોને પણ એર્બીજાને 

મળવાન ું થશે. બાળર્ોને રમવા મળશે પોતાના વર્ીલો સાથે આવશે તો વર્ીલો પણ 

નવનાતમાું સતત થતી રહતેી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓમાું આરામથી ભાગ લઈ શર્શે. આપણે જાણીએ છીએ 

રે્ આપણી ય વાન પ્રજા નોર્રી ધુંધાઓમાું વ્યસ્ત રહ ેછે. વર્ીલો બાળર્ોને સાિવે છે. એ લોર્ો 

ઘરમાું જ રહ ેછે, હા જર ર આજ બાજ  ક્ાુંય ફરવા જઈ શરે્ પણ હાલમાું બહાર જવાન ું તેમાુંય 

બાળર્ો સાથે લઈને બહાર જવાન ું રે્ટલ ું અઘરું અને અસલામત થવા લાગય ું છે! આપણાું જ 

નવનાત ચિલ્ડ્રન પાર્ક ( રમતન ું મેદાન) 

 
આપણાું સહ ના નવનાતમાું આપણાું માનનનય ર્ાયકર્ારી સભ્યો અને માનનીય બોર્ક ઓફ 

એર્વાઈઝરની નનશ્રામાું અને કૃતીબહનેેની દોરવણીથી  બાળર્ોને રમવાન ું મેદાન  આર્ાર લઈ 

રહ્ ું છે. આપણે સહ  જાણીએ છીએ રે્ બાળર્ો આપણ ું ભનવષ્ય છે. જો બાળર્ો ર્ોઈને ર્ોઈ બહાને 

સમાજમાું આવતા થશે તો ધીરે ધીરે તેમને આપણાું સમાજમાું આવતા રહવેાન ું આર્ર્કણ થશે. 

હાલમાું વર્ીલો અને નાના બાળર્ોના માતા નપતા આવતા અિર્ાય છે ર્ારણ બાળર્ોને ર્ુંઈ ને 

ર્ુંઈ પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ જોઈએ નહીંતો તેઓ ર્ુંટાળે અને સાથે આવવા ન ર્રે. જેને લીધે માતા નપતા 

અને વર્ીલો  સમાજની ઘણી પ્રવ્ર્ર્તીમાું ભાગ નથી લઈ શર્તાું. બાગ થશે પછી બાળર્ો સાથે 

વર્ીલો આવશે. બધાને નવા નમત્રો અને નવી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ મળશે. હા ઘણાું દલીલો ર્રી શરે્ રે્ 

વરસાદ ઠુંર્ીમાું બાગન ું શ ું ર્રવ ું પરુંત   તેની સામે બીજા ઘણાું ફાયદાઓ પણ છે જ અને આપણે 

ક્ાું એવા વાતાવરણમાું ઘણીવાર બાળર્ોને લઈને અને બળર્ોની જીદ સામે નમીને બાળર્ોને 

લઈને પબ્લીર્ ગાર્કનમાું લઈને નથી જતા? જ્યારે નવનાતમાું તો ર્દાિ વેધર બગર્ી જાય તો 

પણ આપણ ું મર્ાન રે્ટલ ું મોટ ું છે તરત મર્ાનમાું રહીને સમય પસાર ર્રી શર્ીએ. પ્રવતૃીઓ 

ર્રી જ શર્ીએ એ રે્ટલો મોટો ફાયદો છે? અમને યાદ છે જ્યારે અમારા બાળર્ો નાના હતા 

ત્યારે નવનાતમાું લઈને આવતા હતા અને એમાુંથી જ બધાએ ભેગા થઈ આપણાું નવનાતની 

40મી વર્કગાુંઠ રે્વી ધામધમૂથી ઉજવી હતી!  માતા-નપતા રે્ વર્ીલોને પણ એર્બીજાને 

મળવાન ું થશે. બાળર્ોને રમવા મળશે પોતાના વર્ીલો સાથે આવશે તો વર્ીલો પણ 

નવનાતમાું સતત થતી રહતેી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓમાું આરામથી ભાગ લઈ શર્શે. આપણે જાણીએ છીએ 

રે્ આપણી ય વાન પ્રજા નોર્રી ધુંધાઓમાું વ્યસ્ત રહ ેછે. વર્ીલો બાળર્ોને સાિવે છે. એ લોર્ો 

ઘરમાું જ રહ ેછે, હા જર ર આજ બાજ  ક્ાુંય ફરવા જઈ શરે્ પણ હાલમાું બહાર જવાન ું તેમાુંય 

બાળર્ો સાથે લઈને બહાર જવાન ું રે્ટલ ું અઘરું અને અસલામત થવા લાગય ું છે! આપણાું જ 

નવનાત ચિલ્ડ્રન પાર્ક ( રમતન ું મેદાન) 

 
આપણાું સહ ના નવનાતમાું આપણાું માનનનય ર્ાયકર્ારી સભ્યો અને માનનીય બોર્ક ઓફ 

એર્વાઈઝરની નનશ્રામાું અને કૃતીબહનેેની દોરવણીથી  બાળર્ોને રમવાન ું મેદાન  આર્ાર લઈ 

રહ્ ું છે. આપણે સહ  જાણીએ છીએ રે્ બાળર્ો આપણ ું ભનવષ્ય છે. જો બાળર્ો ર્ોઈને ર્ોઈ બહાને 

સમાજમાું આવતા થશે તો ધીરે ધીરે તેમને આપણાું સમાજમાું આવતા રહવેાન ું આર્ર્કણ થશે. 

હાલમાું વર્ીલો અને નાના બાળર્ોના માતા નપતા આવતા અિર્ાય છે ર્ારણ બાળર્ોને ર્ુંઈ ને 

ર્ુંઈ પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ જોઈએ નહીંતો તેઓ ર્ુંટાળે અને સાથે આવવા ન ર્રે. જેને લીધે માતા નપતા 

અને વર્ીલો  સમાજની ઘણી પ્રવ્ર્ર્તીમાું ભાગ નથી લઈ શર્તાું. બાગ થશે પછી બાળર્ો સાથે 

વર્ીલો આવશે. બધાને નવા નમત્રો અને નવી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ મળશે. હા ઘણાું દલીલો ર્રી શરે્ રે્ 

વરસાદ ઠુંર્ીમાું બાગન ું શ ું ર્રવ ું પરુંત   તેની સામે બીજા ઘણાું ફાયદાઓ પણ છે જ અને આપણે 

ક્ાું એવા વાતાવરણમાું ઘણીવાર બાળર્ોને લઈને અને બળર્ોની જીદ સામે નમીને બાળર્ોને 

લઈને પબ્લીર્ ગાર્કનમાું લઈને નથી જતા? જ્યારે નવનાતમાું તો ર્દાિ વેધર બગર્ી જાય તો 

પણ આપણ ું મર્ાન રે્ટલ ું મોટ ું છે તરત મર્ાનમાું રહીને સમય પસાર ર્રી શર્ીએ. પ્રવતૃીઓ 

ર્રી જ શર્ીએ એ રે્ટલો મોટો ફાયદો છે? અમને યાદ છે જ્યારે અમારા બાળર્ો નાના હતા 

ત્યારે નવનાતમાું લઈને આવતા હતા અને એમાુંથી જ બધાએ ભેગા થઈ આપણાું નવનાતની 

40મી વર્કગાુંઠ રે્વી ધામધમૂથી ઉજવી હતી!  માતા-નપતા રે્ વર્ીલોને પણ એર્બીજાને 

મળવાન ું થશે. બાળર્ોને રમવા મળશે પોતાના વર્ીલો સાથે આવશે તો વર્ીલો પણ 

નવનાતમાું સતત થતી રહતેી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓમાું આરામથી ભાગ લઈ શર્શે. આપણે જાણીએ છીએ 

રે્ આપણી ય વાન પ્રજા નોર્રી ધુંધાઓમાું વ્યસ્ત રહ ેછે. વર્ીલો બાળર્ોને સાિવે છે. એ લોર્ો 

ઘરમાું જ રહ ેછે, હા જર ર આજ બાજ  ક્ાુંય ફરવા જઈ શરે્ પણ હાલમાું બહાર જવાન ું તેમાુંય 

બાળર્ો સાથે લઈને બહાર જવાન ું રે્ટલ ું અઘરું અને અસલામત થવા લાગય ું છે! આપણાું જ 
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નવનાત ચિલ્ડ્રન પાર્ક ( રમતન ું મેદાન) 

 
આપણાું સહ ના નવનાતમાું આપણાું માનનનય ર્ાયકર્ારી સભ્યો અને માનનીય બોર્ક ઓફ 

એર્વાઈઝરની નનશ્રામાું અને કૃતીબહનેેની દોરવણીથી  બાળર્ોને રમવાન ું મેદાન  આર્ાર લઈ 

રહ્ ું છે. આપણે સહ  જાણીએ છીએ રે્ બાળર્ો આપણ ું ભનવષ્ય છે. જો બાળર્ો ર્ોઈને ર્ોઈ બહાને 

સમાજમાું આવતા થશે તો ધીરે ધીરે તેમને આપણાું સમાજમાું આવતા રહવેાન ું આર્ર્કણ થશે. 

હાલમાું વર્ીલો અને નાના બાળર્ોના માતા નપતા આવતા અિર્ાય છે ર્ારણ બાળર્ોને ર્ુંઈ ને 

ર્ુંઈ પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ જોઈએ નહીંતો તેઓ ર્ુંટાળે અને સાથે આવવા ન ર્રે. જેને લીધે માતા નપતા 

અને વર્ીલો  સમાજની ઘણી પ્રવ્ર્ર્તીમાું ભાગ નથી લઈ શર્તાું. બાગ થશે પછી બાળર્ો સાથે 

વર્ીલો આવશે. બધાને નવા નમત્રો અને નવી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ મળશે. હા ઘણાું દલીલો ર્રી શરે્ રે્ 

વરસાદ ઠુંર્ીમાું બાગન ું શ ું ર્રવ ું પરુંત   તેની સામે બીજા ઘણાું ફાયદાઓ પણ છે જ અને આપણે 

ક્ાું એવા વાતાવરણમાું ઘણીવાર બાળર્ોને લઈને અને બળર્ોની જીદ સામે નમીને બાળર્ોને 

લઈને પબ્લીર્ ગાર્કનમાું લઈને નથી જતા? જ્યારે નવનાતમાું તો ર્દાિ વેધર બગર્ી જાય તો 

પણ આપણ ું મર્ાન રે્ટલ ું મોટ ું છે તરત મર્ાનમાું રહીને સમય પસાર ર્રી શર્ીએ. પ્રવતૃીઓ 

ર્રી જ શર્ીએ એ રે્ટલો મોટો ફાયદો છે? અમને યાદ છે જ્યારે અમારા બાળર્ો નાના હતા 

ત્યારે નવનાતમાું લઈને આવતા હતા અને એમાુંથી જ બધાએ ભેગા થઈ આપણાું નવનાતની 

40મી વર્કગાુંઠ રે્વી ધામધમૂથી ઉજવી હતી!  માતા-નપતા રે્ વર્ીલોને પણ એર્બીજાને 

મળવાન ું થશે. બાળર્ોને રમવા મળશે પોતાના વર્ીલો સાથે આવશે તો વર્ીલો પણ 

નવનાતમાું સતત થતી રહતેી પ્રવતૃ્તીઓમાું આરામથી ભાગ લઈ શર્શે. આપણે જાણીએ છીએ 

રે્ આપણી ય વાન પ્રજા નોર્રી ધુંધાઓમાું વ્યસ્ત રહ ેછે. વર્ીલો બાળર્ોને સાિવે છે. એ લોર્ો 

ઘરમાું જ રહ ેછે, હા જર ર આજ બાજ  ક્ાુંય ફરવા જઈ શરે્ પણ હાલમાું બહાર જવાન ું તેમાુંય 

બાળર્ો સાથે લઈને બહાર જવાન ું રે્ટલ ું અઘરું અને અસલામત થવા લાગય ું છે! આપણાું જ 

સમાજમાું જો બાળર્ોને રમવાન ું મેદાન મળી રહશેે તો સલામત વાતાવરણમાું સહ  સાથે મળીને 

આનુંદ ર્રશે. બાળર્ોનો શારરરીર્ અને માનનસર્ નવર્ાસ થશે. ઓસવાલ સુંસ્થા, SKLP ( શ્રી 

ર્ચ્છ લેવા પાટીદાર),  હરેરિષ્ણ મુંરદર, સ્ટેનમોર મુંરદર  જેવી ઘણી સુંસ્થાઓમાું અથવા બાજ માું 

બાળર્ોને રમવાન ું મેદાન છે, તેઓનો અન ભવ છે રે્ આથી દરેર્ને ખબૂ ફાયદો થયો છે. તેઓ 

સહ  બાળર્ોના રમતના મેદાનને ભનવષ્યની સુંપત્તી ગણે છે. (assets).  જો નાના બાળર્ો 

આવશે તો તેમની સાથે થોર્ા મોટા બાળર્ો પણ આવશે અને બેર્નમિંટન અને ટેબલટેનનસ જેવી 

રમતો રમશે. આપણી પાસે આપણી પોતાની જમીન છે તો એ જ ય વાન બાળર્ોને ફૂટબોલ, 

બાસ્રે્ટબોલ રે્ રિરે્ટ જેવી રમતો રમવાન ું મન થશે અને એ રીતે આપણે તે બધી સગવર્ો પણ 

ર્રી શર્ીશ ું. પણ આ ક્ારે થઈ શરે્? એર્વાર બાળર્ો આવતા થાય તો જ ર્ોઈ પણ સુંસ્થા આ 

બધાની વ્યવસ્થા પણ ર્રી શરે્. આપણાું સમાજને આગળ લાુંબ  આય ષ્ય આપવાન ું આ પહલે ું 

પગથીય ું છે. આપણે તુંદ રસ્ત શરીર અને લાુંબા આય ષ્ય માટે ર્સરતો, યોગા અને બીજ ું ઘણ ું 

ર્રીએ જ છીએ ને! તો આપણી પોતાની સુંસ્થાની તુંદ રસ્તી અને લાુંબા આય ષ્યમાું આ બધ ું ઘણ ું 

અસરર્ારર્ સાચબત થશે.  આપણાું સમાજમાું ઘણાું રહતેચ્ુ ર્ાયકર્તાકઓ છે જે આપણી આવનારી 

પેઢી માટે ઘણી તૈયારીઓ ર્રવા ઈચ્છે છે. જેન ું ઉદાહરણ છે ગ જરાતી શાળા અને બળર્ોને 

રમવાન ું આ મેદાન. આપણે સહ  આપણાું બાળર્ોને લઈને આવીએ અને આપણી સુંસ્થાને અને 

આપણાું બાળર્ોને સમાજમાું આગળ લાવીએ. આપણી સુંસ્કૃતીને આગળ ધપાવવામાું જરાર્ 

સાથ આપીએ. જો બાળર્ો સાથે આવશે તો આપણાું વર્ીલો બીજી પણ અનેર્ પ્રવતૃ્તીઓ નનરાુંત ે

િાલ  ર્રી શર્શે. સમય અને સુંસ્થાની સગવર્ોનો ભરપરૂ ઉપયોગ ર્રી શર્શે.   

ભાવના દેસાઇ 
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Yes?Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

     
Call us on 0207 290 0614 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk

For more detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk                         

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Join us on a journey to amazing locations, discover 
genuine cultures and meet real local people 
around the world. All of our Escorted Tours are 
uniquely designed to give you an enjoyable and 
unforgettable travel experience with our team of 
experts taking care of you throughout your journey. 

Citibond Travel London Ltd, Freetrade House, Suite 28 & 29 Lowther Road,  Stanmore, HA7 1EP
                         

Prices include return flights, accommodation, meals* on full board basis, tour guide and transfers. Prices are subject to 
availability. (*All tours on full board basis, except Japan, Canadian Rockies and Australia on half board basis)

Let us take you on a journey......

6  
Discover some of the 

world’s finest cuisines?

1  
Would you like to travel 

to exotic worldwide 
destinations?

2  
Have everything on 

your holiday included 
in the price?

3  
With no hidden extras?

5  
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey?

 Japan                                  12 days

from
£3599

China with Hong Kong 20 days

from
£2989

Kenya Safari                11 days

from
£1699

Myanmar           13 days

from
£2499

Special tour offers 

Asia

Departs on:
6 Jun’19, 17 Sep’19 & 28 Nov’19

Departs on:
9 Nov’19

Departs on:
3 Jun’19 & 11 Sep’19

Cherry Blossom 

South Africa with Victoria Falls  16 days

from
£3949

Departs on:
29 Apr’19 & 18 Nov’19

Why book with us 

• Worldwide quality tours
• Travel with like-minded people
• Services of tour guides
• No Hidden extras
• All hotels are hand selected
• Meals on full board basis*

            Canadian Rockies       9 days 
North America

Departs on:
21 May’19 & 9 Sep’19

Amazing Australia 

Departs on:
12 Sep’19

Australasia

 

             Bhutan & India       16 days

from
£3849

Departs on:
7 Nov’19

Departs on:
1 Apr’19 & 20 May’19

Africa

  Sri Lanka                             13 days

       from
£1699

Departs on:
2 Apr’19, 13 May’19 & 10 Oct’19

  Vietnam & Cambodia        17 days

from
£2499

Departs on:
6 May’19, 23 Sep’19 & 11 Nov’19

from
£2499

from
£2989

            12 days 

New Zealand also available 

Jordan                                    8 days

Departs on:
25 Apr’19, 14 Jun’19 & 1 Nov’19

from
£1649

Middle East

4  
In a group of  

like-minded people?


